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Abstract Along the years, supersymmetric quantum mechanics (SUSY QM) has 5
been used for studying solvable quantum potentials. It is the simplest method to 6
build Hamiltonians with prescribed spectra in the spectral design. The key is to pair 7
two Hamiltonians through a finite order differential operator. Some related subjects 8
can be simply analyzed, as the algebras ruling both Hamiltonians and the associated 9
coherent states. The technique has been applied also to periodic potentials, where the 10
spectra consist of allowed and forbidden energy bands. In addition, a link with non- 11
linear second-order differential equations, and the possibility of generating some 12
solutions, can be explored. Recent applications concern the study of Dirac electrons 13
in graphene placed either in electric or magnetic fields, and the analysis of optical 14
systems whose relevant equations are the same as those of SUSY QM. These issues 15
will be reviewed briefly in this paper, trying to identify the most important subjects 16
explored currently in the literature. 17
Keywords Supersymmetric quantum mechanics · Coherent states · Painlevé 18
equations · Painlevé transcendents · Polynomial Heisenberg algebras · 19
Factorization method · Exact solutions · Spectral design · Graphene 20
1 Introduction 21
The birth of supersymmetric quantum mechanics (SUSY QM) in 1981, as a toy 22
model to illustrate the properties that systems involving both bosons and fermions 23
have, was a breakthrough in the study of solvable quantum mechanical models [1]. 24
One of the reasons is that SUSY QM is tightly related to other approaches used 25
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in the past to address this kind of systems, e.g., the factorization method, Darboux 26
transformation, and intertwining technique [2–27]. 27
On the other hand, it is well known that the factorization method was introduced 28
by Dirac in 1935, to derive algebraically the spectrum of the harmonic oscillator 29
[28]. The next important advance was done by Schrödinger in 1940, who realized 30
that the procedure can be also applied to the Coulomb potential [29, 30]. Later on, 31
Infeld and his collaborators push forward the technique [31, 32], supplying a general 32
classification scheme including most of the exactly solvable Schrödinger Hamilto- 33
nians known up to that time [2]. As a consequence, the idea that the factorization 34
method was essentially exhausted started to spread among the scientific community. 35
However, in 1984 Mielnik proved that this belief was wrong, by generalizing 36
simply the Infeld–Hull factorization method when he was seeking the most general 37
first-order differential operators which factorize the harmonic oscillator Hamilto- 38
nian in a certain given order [33]. The key point of his approach was that if the 39
ordering of the generalized factorization operators is interchanged, then a new 40
Hamiltonian is obtained which is intertwined with the oscillator one. 41
It is worth to stress that Mielnik’s work represented the next breakthrough in 42
the development of the factorization method, since it opened the way to look for 43
new solvable quantum potentials. In particular, this generalization was immediately 44
applied to the Coulomb problem [34]. Meanwhile, Andrianov’s group [35, 36] 45
and Nieto [37] identified the links of the factorization method with Darboux 46
transformation and supersymmetric quantum mechanics, respectively. In addition, 47
Sukumar indicated the way to apply Mielnik’s approach to arbitrary potentials 48
and factorization energies [38, 39], setting up the general framework where the 49
factorization method would develop for the next decade [33, 34, 40–64]. 50
Let us mention that up to the year 1993 the factorization operators, which at the 51
same time are intertwining operators in this case, were first-order differential ones. 52
A natural generalization, pursued by Andrianov and collaborators [65, 66], consists 53
in taking the intertwining operators of order greater than one. This proposal was 54
important, since it helped to circumvent the restriction of the first-order method, 55
that only the energy of the initial ground state can be modified. Moreover, it made 56
clear that the key of the generalization is the analysis of the intertwining relation 57
rather than the factorized expressions. Let us note also that in 1995 Bagrov and 58
Samsonov explored the same technique in a different but complementary way [67]. 59
Our group got back to the subject in 1997 [68–72], although some works 60
related with the method had been done previously [73]. In particular, several 61
physically interesting potentials were addressed through this technique, as the 62
standard harmonic oscillator [33, 69, 70], the radial oscillator, and Coulomb 63
potentials [34, 73, 74], among others [75–77]. In addition, the coherent states 64
associated to the SUSY partners of the harmonic oscillator were explored [78–81], 65
and similar works dealing with more general one-dimensional Hamiltonians were 66
done [82, 83]. Another important contribution has to do with the determination 67
of the general systems ruled by polynomial Heisenberg algebras and the study of 68
particular realizations based on the SUSY partners of the oscillator [80, 84–87]. 69
The complex SUSY transformations involving either real or complex factorization 70
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“energies” were implemented as well [88–92]. In addition, the analysis of the 71
confluent algorithm, the degenerate case in which all the factorization energies tend 72
to a single one, was also elaborated [74, 93–101]. The SUSY techniques for exactly 73
solvable periodic potentials, as the Lamé and associated Lamé potentials, have been 74
explored as well[102–109]. 75
Some other groups have addressed the same subjects through different view- 76
points, e.g., the N -fold supersymmetry by Tanaka and collaborators [110–114], the 77
hidden non-linear supersymmetry by Plyushchay et al. [115–119], among others. 78
Especially important is the connection of SUSY QM with non-linear second- 79
order ordinary differential equations, as KdV and Painlevé IV and V equations, as 80
well as the possibility of designing algorithms to generate some of their solutions 81
[81, 84–86, 90, 92, 120–135]. 82
Another relevant subject related to SUSY QM is the so-called exceptional 83
orthogonal polynomials (EOP) [136–150]. In fact, it seems that most of these new 84
polynomials appear quite naturally when the seed solutions which are employed 85
reduce to polynomial solutions of the initial stationary Schrödinger equation [144]. 86
Recently, the SUSY methods started to be used also in the study of Dirac 87
electrons in graphene and some of its allotropes, when external electric or magnetic 88
fields are applied [151–161]. It is worth to mention as well some systems in optics, 89
since there is a well-known correspondence between Schrödinger equation and 90
Maxwell equations in the paraxial approximation, which makes that the SUSY 91
methods can be applied directly in some areas of optics [162–169]. 92
As we can see, the number of physical systems which are related with supersym- 93
metric quantum mechanics is large enough to justify the writing of a new review 94
paper, in which we will present the recent advances in the subject. If the reader 95
is looking for books and previous review papers addressing SUSY QM from an 96
inductive viewpoint, we recommend Refs. [5–27]. 97
2 Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics 98
In this section we shall present axiomatically the supersymmetric quantum mechan- 99
ics, as a tool for generating solvable potentials V˜ (x) departing from a given initial 100
one V (x). 101
The supersymmetry algebra with two generators introduced by Witten in 1981 102
[1] 103
[Qi,Hss] = 0, {Qi,Qj } = δijHss, i, j = 1, 2, (1)
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when realized in the following way: 104
Q1 = Q
+ + Q√
2
, Q2 = Q
+ − Q
i
√
2
, (2)
Q =
(
0 0
B 0
)
, Q+ =
(
0 B+
0 0
)
, (3)
Hss = {Q,Q+} =
(
B+B 0
0 BB+
)
(4)
is called supersymmetric quantum mechanics, where Hss is the supersymmetric 105
Hamiltonian, while Q1, Q2 are the supercharges. The kth order differential 106
operators B, B+ intertwine two Schrödinger Hamiltonians 107
H˜ = −1
2
d2
dx2
+ V˜ (x), H = −1
2
d2
dx2
+ V (x), (5)
in the way 108
H˜B+ = B+H, HB = BH˜ . (6)
There is a natural link with the factorization method, since the following relations 109
are fulfilled: 110
B+B =
k∏
j=1
(H˜ − j ), BB+ =
k∏
j=1
(H − j ), (7)
where j , j = 1, . . . , k are k factorization energies associated to k seed solutions 111
required to implement the intertwining (see Eqs. (5) and (6) and Sects. 2.1 112
and 2.2). Taking into account these expressions, it turns out that the supersymmetric 113
Hamiltonian Hss is a polynomial of degree kth in the diagonal matrix operator Hp 114
which involves the two Schrödinger Hamiltonians H and H˜ as follows: 115
Hss =
k∏
j=1
(Hp − j ), Hp =
(
H˜ 0
0 H
)
. (8)
In particular, if k = 1 the standard (first-order) supersymmetric quantum mechanics 116
is recovered, for which Hss is a first degree polynomial in Hp, Hss = Hp − 1. 117
For k > 1, however, we will arrive to the so-called higher-order supersymmetric 118
quantum mechanics, in which Hss is a polynomial of degree greater than one in Hp 119
(see, for example, [23]). 120
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2.1 Standard SUSY Transformations 121
Let us suppose now that we select k solutions uj of the initial stationary Schrödinger 122
equation for k different factorization energies j , j = 1, . . . , k, 123
Huj = juj , (9)
which are called seed solutions. From them we implement the intertwining transfor- 124
mation of Eq. (6), leading to a new potential V˜ (x) which is expressed in terms of 125
the initial potential and the seed solutions as follows: 126
V˜ (x) = V (x) − [logW(u1, . . . , uk)]′′, (10)
where W(u1, . . . , uk) denotes the Wronskian of uj , j = 1, . . . , k. The eigenfunc- 127
tions ψ˜n and eigenvalues En of H˜ are obtained from the corresponding ones of H , 128
ψn, and En, as follows: 129
ψ˜n = B
+ψn√
(En − 1) · · · (En − k) ∝
W(u1, . . . , uk, ψn)
W(u1, . . . , uk)
. (11)
Moreover, H˜ could have additional eigenfunctions ψ˜j for some of the factorization 130
energies j (at most k, depending on either they fulfill or not the required boundary 131
conditions) which are given by: 132
ψ˜j ∝
W(u1, . . . , uj−1, uj+1, . . . , uk)
W(u1, . . . , uk)
. (12)
We can conclude that, given the initial potential V (x), its eigenfunctions ψn, 133
eigenvalues En, and the k chosen seed solutions uj , j = 1, . . . , k, it is possible to 134
generate algorithmically its kth order SUSY partner potential V˜ (x) as well as the 135
associated eigenfunctions and eigenvalues through expressions (10)–(12). 136
It is important to stress that the seed solutions must be carefully chosen in 137
order that the new potential will not have singularities additional to those of the 138
initial potential V (x). When this happens, we say that the transformation is non- 139
singular. If the initial potential is real, and we require the same for the final potential, 140
then there are some criteria for choosing the real seed solutions uj according to 141
their number of nodes, which also depend on the values taken by the associated 142
factorization energies j (see, for example, [23]). Although non-exhaustive, let us 143
report next a list of some important criteria, which will make the final potential V˜ (x) 144
to be real and without any extra singularity with respect to V (x). 145
– If k = 1 (first-order SUSY QM), the factorization energy 1 must belong to the 146
infinite energy gap 1 < E0 in order that u1 could be nodeless inside the x- 147
domain of the problem, where E0 is the ground state energy of H . Moreover, 148
since in this 1-domain the seed solution u1 could have either one node or none, 149
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then we additionally require to identify the right nodeless solution. With these 150
conditions, the transformation will be non-singular and the spectrum of the new 151
Hamiltonian H˜ will have an extra level 1 with respect to H (creation of a new 152
level). Note that also it is possible to select the seed solution with a node at one 153
of the edges of the x-domain; thus, the SUSY transformation will be still non- 154
singular but the factorization energy 1 will not belong to the spectrum of H˜ 155
(isospectral transformation). 156
– If k = 1, 1 = E0, and u1 = ψ0 (the seed solution is the ground state, which has 157
one node at each edge of the x-domain), then the SUSY transformation will be 158
non-singular and the spectrum of the new Hamiltonian will not have the level E0 159
(deletion of one level). 160
– If k = 2 (standard second-order SUSY QM), first of all both 1 and 2 must 161
belong to the same energy gap, either to the infinite one below E0 or to a finite 162
gap defined by two neighbor energy levels (Em,Em+1). Let us order the two 163
factorization energies in the way 2 < 1. In order that the Wronskian of u1 and 164
u2 would be nodeless, the seed solution u2 associated to the lower factorization 165
energy 2 should have one extra node with respect to the solution u1 associated 166
to the higher factorization energy 1 [23]. In particular, in the infinite gap u2 167
should have one node and u1 should be nodeless. On the other hand, when both 168
factorization energies are in the finite gap (Em,Em+1) the seed solutions u2 and 169
u1 should have m + 2 and m + 1 nodes, respectively. In both cases the spectrum 170
of the new Hamiltonian will contain two extra eigenvalues 1, 2 (creation of two 171
levels). Moreover, the seed solutions can be chosen such that the transformation 172
is still non-singular but either 1, 2 or both will not belong to the spectrum of H˜ 173
(either creation of one new level or isospectral transformation). 174
– If k = 2, 2 = Em, u2 = ψm, 1 = Em+1, u1 = ψm+1, then the SUSY 175
transformation will be non-singular and the spectrum of the new Hamiltonian 176
will not have the two levels Em,Em+1 (deletion of two levels). 177
– If k > 2, the corresponding non-singular SUSY transformation can be expressed 178
as the product of a certain number of first and second-order SUSY transforma- 179
tions, each one having to be consistent with any of the previous criteria to be 180
non-singular. 181
2.2 Confluent SUSY Transformations 182
An important degenerate case of the SUSY transformation for k ≥ 2 appears when 183
all the factorization energies j , j = 1, . . . , k tend to a fixed single value 1 [74, 93– 184
101, 170–172]. Let us note that the expression for the new potential of Eq. (10) is 185
still valid, but the seed solutions have to be changed if non-trivial modifications in 186
the new potential are going to appear. In fact, the seed solutions uj , j = 1, . . . , k 187
instead of being just normal eigenfunctions of H should generate a Jordan chain of
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generalized eigenfunctions for H and 1 as follows: 188
(H − 1)u1 = 0, (13)
(H − 1)u2 = u1, (14)
...
(H − 1)uk = uk−1. (15)
First let us assume that the seed solution u1 satisfying Eq. (13) is given, then we 189
need to find the general solution for uj , j = 2, . . . , k (precisely in that order!) in 190
terms of u1. There are two methods essentially different to determine such a general 191
solution: the first one is known as integral method, in which through the technique 192
of variation of parameters one simplifies each inhomogeneous equation in the chain 193
and when integrating the resulting equation every solution uj is found. In fact, by 194
applying this procedure the solution to the inhomogeneous equations 195
(H − 1)uj = uj−1, j = 2, . . . , k, (16)
is given by 196
uj (x) = −2 u1(x) vj (x), (17)
vj (x) = vj (x0) +
ˆ x
x0
wj(y)
u21(y)
dy, (18)
wj(x) = wj(x0) +
ˆ x
x0
u1(z) uj−1(z)dz, (19)
where x0 is a point in the initial domain of the problem. Thus, Eq. (19) with j = 2 197
determines w2, by inserting then this result in Eq. (18) with j = 2 we find v2 which 198
in turn fixes u2 through Eq. (17) [74]. By using then this expression for u2 it is found 199
w3 through Eq. (19) and then v3 and u3 by means of Eqs. (18) and (17), respectively 200
[95]. We continue this process to find at the end the expression for uk , and then we 201
insert all the uj , j = 1, . . . , k in Eq. (10) in order to obtain the new potential [170]. 202
An alternative is the so-called differential method, in which one identifies in 203
a clever way (through parametric differentiation with respect to the factorization 204
energy 1) one particular solution for each inhomogeneous equation of the chain 205
[96, 100]. It is straightforward then to find the general solution for each uj , j = 206
2, . . . , k. Instead of supplying the resulting formulas for arbitrary k > 1, let us 207
derive the results just for the simplest case with k = 2. 208
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2.2.1 Confluent Second-Order SUSY QM 209
For k = 2 we just need to solve the following system of equations: 210
(H − 1)u1 = 0, (20)
(H − 1)u2 = u1. (21)
The result for the integral method in this case is achieved by making k = 2 in 211
Eqs. (17)–(19), which leads to [74]: 212
u2(x) = −2 u1(x) v2(x), (22)
v2(x) = v2(x0) +
ˆ x
x0
w2(y)
u21(y)
dy, (23)
w2(x) = w2(x0) +
ˆ x
x0
u21(y)dy. (24)
Thus we obtain: 213
W(u1, u2) = −2w2(x). (25)
Up to a constant factor, this is the well-known formula generated for the first time 214
in [94], which will induce non-trivial modifications in the new potential V˜ (x) (see 215
Eq. (10)). 216
Let us solve now the system of Eqs. (20)–(21) through the differential method 217
[96]. If we derive Eq. (20) with respect to 1, assuming that the HamiltonianH does 218
not depend explicitly on 1, we obtain a particular solution of the inhomogeneous 219
Eq. (21), namely 220
(H − 1)∂u1
∂1
= u1. (26)
Thus, the general solution for u2 we were looking for becomes: 221
u2(x) = c2 u1 + d2 u1
ˆ x
x0
dy
u21(y)
+ ∂u1
∂1
. (27)
Hence: 222
W(u1, u2) = d2 + W
(
u1,
∂u1
∂1
)
. (28)
Let us note that both methods have advantages and disadvantages, as compared 223
with each other. For instance, in the integral method often it is hard to find explicit 224
analytic solutions for the involved integrals, then in such cases we can try to use 225
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the differential method. However, for numerical calculation of the new potential 226
it is simple and straightforward to use the integral formulas. On the other hand, 227
there are not many potentials for which we can calculate in a simple way the 228
corresponding derivative with respect to the factorization energy. At the end both 229
methods turn out to be complementary to each other. A final remark has to be done: 230
the family of new potentials generated through both algorithms (the integral and 231
differential one) is the same, but if we want to generate a specific member of the 232
family through both methods we need to be sure that we are using the same pair 233
of seed solutions u1, u2. In practice, given u1, u2, with u2 generated, for example, 234
through the integral method (which means that we have fixed the constants v2(x0) 235
and w2(x0) of Eqs. (23), (24)) we have to look for the appropriate coefficients c2 236
and d2 of Eq. (27) in order to guarantee that the same seed solution u2 is going to 237
be used for the differential algorithm (see the discussion in [99]). 238
As in the non-confluent SUSY approach, once again we have to choose carefully 239
the seed solution u1 in order that the new potential will not have extra singularities 240
with respect to V (x). In the case of the second-order confluent algorithm, the way 241
of selecting such a seed solution is the following [94]: 242
– In the first place u1 must vanish at one of the two edges of the x-domain. If this 243
happens, then there will be some domain of the parameter w2(x0) for which the 244
key function w2 of Eq. (24) will not have any node. 245
– The above requirement can be satisfied, in principle, by seed solutions u1 246
associated to any real factorization energy; thus, we can create an energy level at 247
any place on the energy axis. 248
– In particular, any eigenfunction of H satisfies the conditions to produce non- 249
singular confluent second-order SUSY transformations, and the corresponding 250
energy eigenvalue can be also kept in the spectrum of the new Hamiltonian 251
(isospectral transformations). 252
– When an eigenfunction of H is used, a zero for w2 could appear at one of the 253
edges of the x domain. In such a case, the SUSY transformation stays non- 254
singular, but the corresponding eigenvalue will disappear from the spectrum of 255
H˜ (deletion of one level). 256
3 SUSY QM and Exactly Solvable Potentials 257
The methods discussed previously can be used to generate, from an exactly solvable 258
potential, plenty of new exactly solvable Hamiltonians with spectra quite similar to 259
the initial one. In this section we will employ the harmonic oscillator to illustrate the 260
technique. Although in this case the spectrum consists of an infinite number of non- 261
degenerate discrete energy levels, the method works as well for Hamiltonians with 262
mixed spectrum (discrete and continuous) or even when there is just a continuous 263
one (see, e.g., [173]). This is what happens for periodic potentials [102–109], 264
where the spectrum consists of allowed energy bands separated by forbidden gaps. 265
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Moreover, the technique has been applied also to a very special system whose 266
spectrum is the full real line, with each level being doubly degenerate: the so-called 267
repulsive oscillator [128]. 268
3.1 Harmonic Oscillator 269
The harmonic oscillator potential is given by: 270
V (x) = x
2
2
. (29)
In order to apply the SUSY methods, it is required to find the general solution u(x) 271
of the stationary Schrödinger equation for an arbitrary factorization energy : 272
−1
2
u′′(x) + x
2
2
u(x) =  u(x). (30)
Up to a constant factor, the general solution to this equation is a linear combination 273
(characterized by the parameter ν) of an even and odd linearly independent 274
solutions, given by [80]: 275
u(x) = e− x
2
2
[
1F1
(
1− 2
4
,
1
2
; x2
)
+ 2ν Γ (
3−2
4 )
Γ ( 1−24 )
x 1F1
(
3− 2
4
,
3
2
; x2
)]
(31)
=e x
2
2
[
1F1
(
1+ 2
4
,
1
2
;−x2
)
+ 2ν Γ (
3−2
4 )
Γ ( 1−24 )
x 1F1
(
3+ 2
4
,
3
2
;−x2
)]
.
In order to produce non-singular SUSY transformations we need to know the 276
number of nodes that u has, according to the position of the parameter  on the 277
energy axis. Let us note first of all that, if  is any real number, u will have an even 278
number of nodes for |ν| < 1, while this number will be odd for |ν| > 1. This implies 279
that, when  is in the infinite energy gap  < E0, this solution will have one node for 280
|ν| > 1 and it will be nodeless for |ν| < 1. On the other hand, if Em <  < Em+1 281
with m even, then u will have m + 2 nodes for |ν| < 1 and it will have m + 1 nodes 282
for |ν| > 1, while for odd m it will have m + 2 and m + 1 nodes for |ν| > 1 and 283
|ν| < 1, respectively. 284
Now, although the SUSY methods can supply an infinity of new exactly solvable 285
potentials, their expressions become in general too long to be explicitly reported. 286
The simplest formulas appear when the factorization energies become either some 287
of the eigenvalues En = n + 12 , n = 0, 1, . . . of H or some other special values, 288
defined by the sequence Em = −(m + 12 ),m = 0, 1, . . . In both cases it is possible 289
to reduce the Schrödinger solution u to the product of one exponential factor e±x2/2 290
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times a Hermite polynomial, either of a real variable when one of the En is taken 291
or of an imaginary one when any of the Em is chosen [80]. We supply next some 292
explicit expressions for exactly solvable potentials, generated through the SUSY 293
methods for such special values of the factorization energies. Let us note that we 294
have sticked strictly to the criteria pointed out at Sect. 1 for producing non-singular 295
SUSY transformations on the full real line. It is just for the first-order transformation 296
that we have employed one general solution to show explicitly the simplest family 297
of exactly solvable potential generated through SUSY QM. 298
3.1.1 First-Order SUSY Partners of the Oscillator 299
For k = 1, 1 = − 12 , |ν1| < 1 it is obtained (see also [33]): 300
V˜ (x) = x
2
2
−
(
2 ν1 e−x
2
√
π [1+ ν1 erf(x)]
)′
− 1, (32)
where erf(x) is the error function. 301
For k = 1, 1 = − 52 , ν1 = 0 we get: 302
V˜ (x) = x
2
2
−
(
4x
2x2 + 1
)′
− 1. (33)
For k = 1, 1 = − 92 , ν1 = 0 it is obtained: 303
V˜ (x) = x
2
2
−
[
8x(2x2 + 3)
4x4 + 12x2 + 3
]′
− 1. (34)
Let us note that in all these three cases the spectrum of the new Hamiltonian H˜ , 304
besides having the eigenvalues of H , will contain also a new energy level at 1. 305
3.1.2 Second-Order SUSY Partners of the Oscillator 306
For k = 2, 1 = − 52 , ν1 = 0, 2 = − 72 , ν2 → ∞ it is obtained: 307
V˜ (x) = x
2
2
−
(
16x3
4x4 + 3
)′
− 2. (35)
For k = 2, 1 = − 92 , ν1 = 0, 2 = − 112 , ν2 → ∞ we get: 308
V˜ (x) = x
2
2
−
[
32x3(4x4 + 12x2 + 15)
16x8 + 64x6 + 120x4 + 45
]′
− 2. (36)
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For k = 2, 1 = − 52 , ν1 = 0, 2 = − 112 , ν2 → ∞ it is obtained: 309
V˜ (x) = x
2
2
−
[
4x(12x4 + 20x2 + 5)
8x6 + 20x4 + 10x2 + 5
]′
− 2. (37)
Once again, in all these cases the spectrum of the new Hamiltonian H˜ will have two 310
new levels at 1, 2, besides the eigenvalues En of H . 311
On the other hand, when deleting two neighbor energy levels of H in order to 312
create H˜ we could obtain again some of the potentials reported above, up to an 313
energy shift to align the corresponding energy levels (see, e.g., [174]). For instance, 314
if we delete the first and second excited states ofH we recover the potential given in 315
Eq. (33), if we delete the second and third excited states we get again the potential 316
in Eq. (35). Let us generate now a new potential by deleting the third and fourth 317
excited states, which leads to: 318
V˜ (x) = x
2
2
−
[
12x(4x4 − 4x2 + 3)
8x6 − 12x4 + 18x2 + 9
]′
+ 2. (38)
Note that the corresponding Hamiltonian H˜ will not have the levels E3 = 319
7/2, E4 = 9/2. 320
In order to present some potentials obtained through the confluent second-order 321
SUSY QM, let us use once again the eigenstates of H . If the ground state is taken 322
to implement the transformation, it is generated the same family of potentials of 323
Eq. (32). However, if the first excited state is employed, the following one-parameter 324
family of potentials isospectral to the oscillator is gotten (see Eqs. (10), (24), (25)): 325
V˜ (x) = x
2
2
−
[
4x2√
π(2b2 + 1)ex2 + √πex2erf(x) − 2x
]′
, (39)
where b2 ≡ w2(−∞). For b2 > 0 the new Hamiltonian H˜ is isospectral to H . 326
However, if b2 = 0 the level E1 will disappear from the spectrum of H˜ . 327
Let us note that if a general eigenfunction ψn(x) of H is used to perform the 328
confluent second-order transformation, an explicit expression for the key function 329
w2(x) has been obtained, which will induce non-trivial modifications in the new 330
potential [94]. 331
4 Algebraic Structures of H , ˜H , and Coherent States 332
In this section we are going to analyze the kind of algebra that the SUSY partner 333
Hamiltonian H˜ will inherit from the initial one H . We are going to suppose that 334
H has an algebraic structure general enough to include the most important one- 335
dimensional Hamiltonians appearing currently in the literature, as the harmonic 336
oscillator [82]. 337
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4.1 Algebraic Structure of H 338
Let us suppose that the initial Schrödinger Hamiltonian H has an infinite discrete 339
spectrum whose non-degenerate energy levels En, n = 0, 1, . . . are ordered as 340
usual, En < En+1. Moreover, there is an explicit functional dependence between 341
the eigenvalues En and the index n, i.e., En = E(n), where E(n) is well defined on 342
the non-negative integers. For example, for the harmonic oscillator it turns out that 343
E(n) = n+ 12 . In this section we will use Dirac notation, so that the eigenstates and 344
eigenvalues satisfy: 345
H |ψn〉 = En|ψn〉, n = 0, 1, . . . (40)
The number operator N is now introduced as 346
N |ψn〉 = n|ψn〉. (41)
It can be defined now a pair of ladder operators of the system through 347
a−|ψn〉 = r(n)|ψn−1〉, (42)
a+|ψn〉 = r∗(n + 1)|ψn+1〉, (43)
r(n) = eiτ(En−En−1) √En − E0, τ ∈ R, (44)
where r∗(n) denotes the complex conjugate of r(n). Thus, the intrinsic algebra of 348
the system is defined by: 349
[N, a±] = ±a±, (45)
a+a− = E(N) − E0, (46)
a−a+ = E(N + 1) − E0, (47)
[a−, a+] = E(N + 1) − E(N) ≡ f (N), (48)
[H, a±] = ±f (N − 1/2∓ 1/2)a±. (49)
Let us note that, depending on the key function E(n) associated to the initial 350
Hamiltonian, the system could be ruled by a Lie algebra, in case that E(n) is either 351
linear or quadratic in n. However, it could be also ruled by non-Lie algebras, when 352
E(n) has a more involved dependence with n. 353
Once we have characterized the algebra for the initial Hamiltonian, it is possible 354
to analyze the corresponding structure for its SUSY partner Hamiltonians H˜ . 355
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4.2 Algebraic Structure of ˜H 356
The most important properties of H˜ come from its connection with the initial 357
Hamiltonian H through the intertwining operators (see Eq. (6)). In fact, from these 358
expressions it is simple to identify the natural ladder operators for H˜ as follows 359
[33, 78, 80, 82]: 360
a˜± = B+a±B. (50)
Its action on the eigenstates of H˜ can be straightforwardly calculated, leading to: 361
a˜±|ψ˜j 〉 = 0, (51)
a˜−|ψ˜n〉 = r˜(n)|ψ˜n−1〉, (52)
a˜+|ψ˜n〉 = r˜ ∗(n + 1) |ψ˜n+1〉, (53)
r˜(n) =
[
k∏
i=1
[E(n) − i][E(n − 1) − i]
] 1
2
r(n). (54)
In order to simplify the discussion, from now on we will assume that none of the 362
j , j = 1, . . . , k coincide with some eigenvalue of H , and that k new energy levels 363
are created for H˜ at j , j = 1, . . . , k. It is important as well to define the number 364
operator N˜ for the system ruled by H˜ , through its action on the corresponding 365
energy eigenstates: 366
N˜ |ψ˜j 〉 = 0, (55)
N˜ |ψ˜n〉 = n|ψ˜n〉. (56)
The natural algebra of the system is now defined by: 367
[N˜, a˜±] = ±a˜±, (57)
[˜a−, a˜+] = [˜r ∗(N˜ + 1) r˜(N˜ + 1) − r˜ ∗(N˜) r˜(N˜)]
∞∑
n=0
|ψ˜n〉 〈ψ˜n|, (58)
where r˜(n) is given by Eqs. (54), (44). 368
4.3 Coherent States of H and ˜H 369
We have just identified the annihilation and creation operators for the SUSY partner 370
Hamiltonians H and H˜ . The coherent states for such systems can be looked for as
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eigenstates of the annihilation operator with complex eigenvalues z, namely: 371
a−|z, τ 〉 = z|z, τ 〉, (59)
a˜−|z˜, τ 〉 = z|z˜, τ 〉. (60)
If we expand the coherent states in the basis of energy eigenstates, substitute them in 372
Eqs. (59), (60) to obtain a recurrence relation for the coefficients of the expansion, 373
and express such coefficients in terms of the first one and normalize them, we arrive 374
at the following expressions: 375
|z, τ 〉 =
( ∞∑
m=0
|z|2m
ρm
)− 12 ∞∑
m=0
e−iτ (Em−E0) z
m
√
ρm
|ψm〉, (61)
ρm =
{
1 if m = 0
(Em − E0) · · · (E1 − E0) if m > 0
(62)
and 376
|z˜, τ 〉 =
( ∞∑
m=0
|z|2m
ρ˜m
)− 12 ∞∑
m=0
e−iτ (Em−E0) z
m
√
ρ˜m
|ψ˜m〉, (63)
ρ˜m =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1 if m = 0
ρm
k∏
i=1
(Em − i)(Em−1 − i)2 . . . (E1 − i)2(E0 − i) if m > 0.
(64)
It is important to ensure that our coherent states fulfill a completeness relation, 377
in order that an arbitrary state can be decomposed in terms of them. In our case the 378
two completeness relations are: 379
ˆ
|z, τ 〉〈z, τ |dμ(z) = 1, (65)
dμ(z) = 1
π
( ∞∑
m=0
|z|2m
ρm
)
ρ(|z|2) d2z, (66)
and 380
k∑
i=1
|ψ˜i 〉〈ψ˜i | +
ˆ
|z˜, τ 〉〈z˜, τ | dμ˜(z) = 1, (67)
dμ˜(z) = 1
π
( ∞∑
m=0
|z|2m
ρ˜m
)
ρ˜(|z|2) d2z. (68)
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They will be fulfilled if we would find two measure functions ρ(y) and ρ˜(y) solving 381
the following moment problems [78, 80, 175–177]: 382
ˆ ∞
0
ymρ(y) dy = ρm, (69)
ˆ ∞
0
ymρ˜(y) dy = ρ˜m, m = 0, 1, . . . . (70)
The fact that two coherent states of a given family in general are not orthogonal is 383
contained in the so-called reproducing kernel, which turns out to be: 384
〈z1, τ |z2, τ 〉 =
( ∞∑
m=0
|z1|2m
ρm
)− 12 ( ∞∑
m=0
|z2|2m
ρm
)− 12 ( ∞∑
m=0
(z¯1z2)
m
ρm
)
, (71)
〈z˜1, τ |z˜2, τ 〉 =
( ∞∑
m=0
|z1|2m
ρ˜m
)− 12 ( ∞∑
m=0
|z2|2m
ρ˜m
)− 12 ( ∞∑
m=0
(z¯1z2)
m
ρ˜m
)
. (72)
Concerning dynamics, the coherent states evolve as follows: 385
U(t)|z, τ 〉 = exp(−itH)|z, τ 〉 = e−itE0 |z, τ + t〉, (73)
U˜ (t)|z˜, τ 〉 = exp(−itH˜ )|z˜, τ 〉 = e−itE0 | ˜z, τ + t〉. (74)
Let us note that, while the eigenvalue z = 0 of a− is non-degenerate (if z = 0 386
is made in Eq. (61) the ground state of H is achieved), for a˜− this eigenvalue is 387
(k+1)th degenerate, since all states ψ˜i , i = 1, . . . , k are annihilated by a˜− and for 388
z = 0 Eq. (63) reduces to the eigenstate |ψ˜0〉 of H˜ associated to E0. 389
4.4 Example: Harmonic Oscillator 390
The simplest system available to illustrate the previous treatment is the harmonic 391
oscillator. In this case there is a linear relation between the number operator and the 392
HamiltonianH ,H = E(N) = N +1/2. In addition, the function characterizing the 393
action of a± onto the eigenstates of H becomes: 394
r(n) = √En − E0 = √n, (75)
where, since the phase factors of Eq. (44) are independent of n, we have fixed 395
them by taking τ = 0. The function characterizing the commutator between the 396
annihilation and creation operators is now (see Eq. (48)): 397
f (N) = E(N + 1) − E(N) = 1. (76)
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Thus, the commutation relations for the intrinsic algebra of the oscillator become: 398
[N, a±] = ±a±, (77)
[a−, a+] = 1, (78)
which is the well-known Heisenberg–Weyl algebra. 399
On the other hand, for the SUSY partner Hamiltonian H˜ we have that: 400
r˜(n) =
[
k∏
i=1
(En − i − 1) (En − i)
] 1
2
r(n). (79)
If we insert this expression in Eq. (58) it is obtained a polynomial Heisenberg 401
algebra, since in this case the commutator of a˜− and a˜+ is a polynomial of degree 402
2k either in H˜ or in N˜ . 403
Concerning coherent states, in the first place the coefficients ρm and ρ˜m, which 404
are also the moments arising in Eqs. (69), (70), become: 405
ρm = m!, (80)
ρ˜m = m!
k∏
i=1
(
1
2
− i
)
m
(
3
2
− i
)
m
, (81)
where (c)m = Γ (c + m)/Γ (c) is a Pochhammer’s symbol. It is straightforward to 406
find now the explicit expressions for the coherent states: 407
|z〉 = e− |z|
2
2
∞∑
m=0
zm√
m! |ψm〉, (82)
|˜z〉 =
∞∑
m=0
zm|ψ˜m〉√
0F2k
(
1
2−1, 32−1,..., 12−k, 32−k;|z|2
)
m!
k∏
i=1
(
1
2−i
)
m
(
3
2−i
)
m
. (83)
The solutions to the moment problems of Eqs. (69), (70) are given by: 408
ρ(y) = exp (−y) , (84)
ρ˜(y) =
G2k+1 00 2k+1
(
y|0,−1 − 12 , . . . ,−k − 12 , 12 − 1, . . . , 12 − k
)
k∏
i=1
Γ
(
1
2 − i
)
Γ
(
3
2 − i
) , (85)
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whereG is a Meijer G-function [80]. The reproducing kernel in both cases turns out 409
to be: 410
〈z1|z2〉 = exp
[
− 12 (|z1|2 + |z2|2 − 2z ∗1 z2)
]
, (86)
〈z˜1|z˜2〉= 0
F2k
(
1
2−1, 32−1,..., 12−k, 32−k;z ∗1 z2
)
√
0F2k
(
1
2−1, 32−1,..., 12−k, 32−k;|z1|2
)
0F2k
(
1
2−1, 32−1,..., 12−k, 32−k;|z2|2
) . (87)
As we can see, the coherent states for the initial Hamiltonian H are the standard 411
ones, which minimize the Heisenberg uncertainty relation, namely (ΔX)(ΔP) = 412
1/2. It would be important to know if the coherent states associated to H˜ have 413
also this property. However, the calculation of (ΔX)(ΔP) for general SUSY 414
transformations, with arbitrary factorization energies and associated constants 415
j , νj , j = 1, . . . , k involved in the Schrödinger solution of Eq. (31), is difficult. 416
Such an uncertainty can be analytically calculated in the harmonic oscillator limit 417
for an arbitrary k. In particular, for k = 1, 1 = − 12 , ν1 = 0 it is obtained [78] 418
(r = |z|): 419
(ΔX)(ΔP) =
√{
3
2 − [Re(z)]2ξ1(r)
} {
3
2 − [Im(z)]2ξ1(r)
}
, (88)
ξ1(r) = 2
[
0F2(2,2;r2)
0F2(1,2;r2)
]2 −
[
0F2(2,3;r2)
0F2(1,2;r2)
]
, (89)
while for k = 2, (1, 2) = (− 12 ,− 32 ), (ν1, ν2) = (0,∞) we arrive at [80]: 420
(ΔX)(ΔP) =
√{
5
2 − [Re(z)]2ξ2(r)
} {
5
2 − [Im(z)]2ξ2(r)
}
, (90)
ξ2(r) = 12
[
0F4(2,2,3,3;r2)
0F4(1,2,2,3;r2)
]2 − 16
[
0F4(2,3,3,4;r2)
0F4(1,2,2,3;r2)
]
. (91)
Plots of the Heisenberg uncertainty relations of Eqs. (88) and (90) as functions of z 421
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. It is seen that these coherent states are no 422
longer minimum uncertainty states. However, for k = 1 there are some directions 423
in the complex plane for which the minimum value (ΔX)(ΔP) = 1/2 is achieved 424
when |z| → ∞ (see Fig. 1). 425
5 SUSY QM and Painlevé Equations 426
In a general context, the polynomial Heisenberg algebras (PHA) of degree m 427
are deformations of the Heisenberg–Weyl algebra for which the commutators of 428
the Hamiltonian H (of form given in Eq. (5)) with (m + 1)th order differential 429
ladder operators L± are standard, while the commutator between L− and L+ is a 430
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Fig. 1 Uncertainty relation (ΔX)(ΔP ) for the coherent states |˜z〉 with k = 1 in the harmonic
oscillator limit, when 1 = − 12 , ν1 = 0
Fig. 2 Uncertainty relation (ΔX)(ΔP ) for the coherent states |˜z〉 with k = 2 in the harmonic
oscillator limit, when (1, 2) = (− 12 ,− 32 ), (ν1, ν2) = (0,∞)
polynomial of degree mth in H [85], i.e., 431
[H,L±] = ±L±, (92)
[L−, L+] = qm+1(H + 1) − qm+1(H) = pm(H), (93)
L+L− = qm+1(H) =
m+1∏
j=1
(H − Ej ), (94)
L−L+ = qm+1(H + 1) =
m+1∏
j=1
(H − Ej + 1). (95)
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Systems ruled by PHA of degreem havem+1 extremal statesψEj , j = 1, . . . , m+ 432
1, which are annihilated by L− and are formal eigenstates of H associated to Ej . 433
Previously it was shown that the SUSY partner Hamiltonians of the harmonic 434
oscillator are ruled by PHA of degree 2k, with their natural ladder operators being 435
of order 2k+1 (see Eq. (50)). Hence, the first-order SUSY partners of the harmonic 436
oscillator are ruled by second-degree polynomial Heisenberg algebras generated 437
by third-order ladder operators, and so on. Thus, through SUSY QM plenty of 438
particular realizations of such algebras can be supplied. However, it would be 439
important to identify the general Hamiltonians H , of form given in Eq. (5), which 440
have (m+1)th order differential ladder operators. This question has been addressed 441
recurrently in the past, and nowadays there are some definite answers: if m = 0 442
the general potential having first-order ladder operators is the harmonic oscillator, 443
while for m = 1 (second-order ladder operators) it is the radial oscillator. On the 444
other hand, for m = 2 (m = 3) the general potential with third-order (fourth-order) 445
ladder operators is expressed in terms of a function which satisfies the Painlevé IV 446
(V) equation [85]. 447
This connection suggests the possibility of going in the inverse direction, so if 448
we could identify a Hamiltonian with third-order (fourth-order) ladder operators, 449
perhaps we could use some information (the extremal state expressions and 450
associated factorization energies Ej ) to generate solutions to the Painlevé IV (V) 451
equation (also called Painlevé IV (V) transcendents). This is in fact what happens; 452
thus, the game reduces to find Hamiltonians with third-order (fourth-order) ladder 453
operators for generating Painlevé IV (V) transcendents through the extremal states 454
of the system [85, 90, 129, 132]. 455
Let us present next these statements as two algorithms to generate solutions for 456
such non-linear second-order ordinary differential equations. 457
5.1 Generation of Painlevé IV Transcendents 458
Let us suppose that we have identified a Hamiltonian of the form given in Eq. (5), 459
which has third-order differential ladder operatorsL± satisfying Eqs. (92)–(95) with 460
m = 2, as well as its three extremal states ψEj and associated factorization energies 461
Ej , j = 1, 2, 3. Thus, a solution to the Painlevé IV (PIV) equation 462
g′′ = g
′2
2g
+ 3
2
g3 + 4xg2 + 2(x2 − α)g + β
g
(96)
is given by 463
g(x) = −x − {ln[ψE3(x)]}′, (97)
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where the parameters α, β of the PIV equation are related with E1, E2, E3 in the 464
way 465
α = E1 + E2 − 2E3 − 1, β = −2(E1 − E2)2. (98)
Let us note that, if the indices assigned to the extremal states are permuted cyclically, 466
wewill obtain three PIV transcendents, one for each extremal state when it is labeled 467
as ψE3 . 468
Summarizing, our task has been reduced to identify systems ruled by second- 469
degree PHA and the corresponding extremal states [85, 90]. The harmonic oscillator 470
supplies several such possibilities, for instance, the two operator pairs {a3, (a+)3}, 471
{a+a2, (a+)2a} are third-order ladder operators satisfying Eqs. (92)–(95) (the level 472
spacing has to be adjusted in the first case), and it is simple to identify the 473
corresponding extremal states. On the other hand, the first-order SUSY partners 474
of the oscillator also have natural third-order ladder operators, and well-identified 475
extremal states. For the SUSY partners of the oscillator with k ≥ 2 the natural ladder 476
operators are not of third order (they are in general of order 2k + 1). However, it 477
is possible to induce a reduction process, by choosing connected seed solutions 478
uj+1 = auj , j+1 = j − 1, j = 1, . . . , k − 1 instead of general seed solutions, 479
so that the (2k + 1)th order ladder operators reduce to third-order ones. 480
Some examples of real PIV transcendents associated to real PIV parameters α, β, 481
which are generated through this algorithm, are presented next. 482
5.1.1 Harmonic Oscillator 483
If we take the ladder operators L− = a3, L+ = (a+)3 for the harmonic oscillator 484
Hamiltonian we get the PIV transcendents reported in Table 1 [178]. Note that in 485
order that the level spacing induced by this pair of ladder operators coincides with 486
the standard one (ΔE = 1) of Eqs. (92)–(95), we need to change variables y = √3x 487
and scale the factorization energies (dividing by 3). Remember also that ψj (x) are 488
the eigenfunctions of the harmonic oscillator associated to the first three energy 489
levels Ej = j + 1/2, j = 0, 1, 2. 490
Table 1 PIV transcendents
generated from the harmonic
oscillator Hamiltonian with
L− = a3, L+ = (a+)3
t2.1ψE3 ψ0(x) ψ1(x) ψ2(x)
t2.2E3 12 32 52
t2.3g(y) − 2y3 − 2y3 − 1y − 2y3 − 4y2y2−3
t2.4α 0 −1 −2
t2.5β − 29 − 89 − 29
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Table 2 PIV transcendents
generated from the first-order
SUSY partner Hamiltonian H˜
with L− = B+aB, L+ =
B+a+B
t4.1ψE3
1
u1
B+ψ0 B+a+u1
t4.2E3 − 52 12 − 32
t4.3g(x) 4x
1+2x2 − 4x
4+3
4x5+8x3+3x
8x5+6x
1−4x4
t4.4α 3 −6 0
t4.5β −8 −2 −18
Table 3 PIV transcendents generated from the second-order SUSY partner Hamiltonian H˜ and
the third-order ladder operators obtained by reducing L− = B+aB, L+ = B+a+B
t7.1ψE3
u1
W(u1,u2)
B+ψ0 B+a+u1
t7.2E3 − 72 12 − 32
t7.3g(x)
4x
(
4x4+4x2−3)
8x6+4x4+6x2+3 −
4x
(
16x8+72x2+27)
32x10+48x8+96x6+54x2−27
−16x8+32x6−48x4+9
x(2x2−3)(4x4+3)
t7.4α 5 −7 −1
t7.5β −8 −8 −32
5.1.2 First-Order SUSY Partner of the Harmonic Oscillator 491
For 1 = − 52 , ν1 = 0, and the third-order ladder operators L− = B+aB, L+ = 492
B+a+B of H˜ , we get the PIV transcendents reported in Table 2. The seed solution 493
employed is u1(x) = e x
2
2 (1+ 2x2). 494
5.1.3 Second-Order SUSY Partner of the Harmonic Oscillator 495
For 1 = − 52 , ν1 = 0, and the third-order ladder operators of H˜ obtained from 496
the reduction of the fifth-order ones L− = B+aB, L+ = B+a+B, we get the 497
PIV transcendents reported in Table 3. Once again, the seed solution u1 employed 498
is u1(x) = e x
2
2 (1+ 2x2) and u2 = au1. 499
5.2 Generation of Painlevé V Transcendents 500
Let us suppose now that the Hamiltonian H we have identified has fourth-order 501
ladder operators and satisfy Eqs. (92)–(95) with m = 3. We know also its four 502
extremal states ψEj and associated factorization energies Ej , j = 1, 2, 3, 4. Thus, 503
one solution to the Painlevé V (PV) equation 504
w′′ =
(
1
2w − 1w−1
)
(w′)2 − w′
z
+ (w−1)2
z2
(
α w + β
w
)
+ γ w
z
+ δ w(w+1)
w−1 (99)
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is given by 505
w(z) = 1+
√
z
g(
√
z)
, (100)
g(x) = −x − d
dx
{
ln
[
W(ψE3(x), ψE4(x))
]}
, (101)
where the prime in Eq. (99) means derivative with respect to z, and the PV 506
parameters α, β, γ, δ are related with E1, E2, E3, E4 through 507
α = (E1−E2)22 , β = − (E3−E4)
2
2 , γ = E1+E22 − E3+E4+12 , δ = − 18 . (102)
Note that if the indices of the extremal states are permuted, we will obtain at the end 508
six PV transcendents (in principle different), one for each pair of extremal states 509
when they are labeled as ψE3, ψE4 [132]. 510
Once again, now we require just to identify systems ruled by third degree 511
PHA and their four extremal states. The harmonic oscillator also supplies some 512
possibilities, the simplest one through the fourth order ladder operators {L− = 513
a4, L+ = (a+)4}, which satisfy Eqs. (92)–(95) if we change variables and adjust the 514
levels spacing, with the extremal states being the eigenstates associated to the four 515
lowest energy levels of the oscillator. Another system closely related to PV equation 516
is the radial oscillator, for which its ladder operators b± are of second order [132]. 517
Thus, the second powers of such operators are also fourth order ladder operators 518
that will give place to PV transcendents. Concerning SUSY partners, those of the 519
radial oscillator give place to PHA of degree 2k + 1, with natural ladder operators 520
of order 2k + 2. Thus, the first-order SUSY partners of the radial oscillator have 521
natural fourth-order ladder operators and well-identified extremal states. For k ≥ 2, 522
it is possible to produce again a reduction process, by connecting the seed solutions 523
in the way uj+1 = b−uj , j+1 = j − 1, j = 1, . . . , k − 1, so that the (2k + 2)th 524
order natural ladder operators reduce to fourth-order ones [132]. Remember that the 525
first-order SUSY partners of the harmonic oscillator also have fourth-order ladder 526
operators, given by L− = B+a2B, L+ = B+(a+)2B, but we will have to change 527
variables and adjust the level spacing to stick to the standard convention ΔE = 1. 528
Some examples of real PV transcendents associated to real parameters 529
α, β, γ, δ, generated through this algorithm, are now presented. 530
5.2.1 Harmonic Oscillator 531
If we take L− = a4, L+ = (a+)4 as ladder operators, we generate the PV 532
transcendents reported in Table 4. Note that here z = 4x2 and ψj (x), j = 0, 1, 2, 3 533
are the eigenfunctions for the four lowest eigenvalues of the harmonic oscillator. We
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Table 4 PV transcendents
generated from the harmonic
oscillator Hamiltonian and
L− = a4, L+ = (a+)4
t9.1Permutation α β γ w(z)
t9.21234 132 − 132 0 −1
t9.34231 18 − 18 − 14 2−zz+2
t9.41432 132 − 932 − 12 6−zz+2
t9.53241 932 − 132 − 12 2−zz+6
t9.63142 18 − 18 − 34 6−zz+6
t9.73412 132 − 132 −1 − (z−6)(z−2)(z+2)(z+6)
Table 5 PV transcendents
generated from the first-order
SUSY partner Hamiltonian H˜
of the oscillator and L− =
B+a2B, L+ = B+(a+)2B
t11.1Permutation α β γ w(z)
t11.21234 18 − 12 34 − 2z−1
t11.34231 12 − 98 14 z+32
t11.41432 18 −2 − 14 z
2+2z−1
z−1
t11.53241 2 − 18 − 34 z+3z2+2z+3
t11.63142 98 − 12 − 54
2
(
z2+2z−1)
z3+z2+z−3
t11.73412 12 − 18 − 74 − z
3+5z2+5z−3
2(z2+2z+3)
initially order the extremal states as 534
ψE1(x) = ψ2(x), E1 = 52 , (103)
ψE2(x) = ψ3(x), E2 = 72 , (104)
ψE3(x) = ψ0(x), E3 = 12 , (105)
ψE4(x) = ψ1(x), E4 = 32 , (106)
and this permutation will be denoted as 1234. We do not include the parameter δ in 535
this table since it is constant (δ = − 18 ). 536
5.2.2 First-Order SUSY Partner of the Harmonic Oscillator 537
For 1 = − 52 , ν1 = 0, and the fourth-order ladder operators L− = B+a2B, L+ = 538
B+(a+)2B of H˜ , we will get the PV transcendents reported in Table 5, where z = 539
2x2. The seed solution employed is u1(x) = e x
2
2 (1+ 2x2). The initial order for the 540
extremal states, denoted as 1234 in the table, is 541
ψE1(x) =
W(u1, ψ0)
u1
, E1 = 1
2
, (107)
ψE2(x) =
W(u1, ψ1)
u1
, E2 = 3
2
, (108)
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ψE3(x) =
1
u1
, E3 = −5
2
, (109)
ψE4(x) = B+(a+)2u1, E4 = −
1
2
. (110)
We conclude this section by stating that an infinity of PIV and PV transcendents 542
can be derived through the techniques described here. It is an open question to 543
determine if any exact solution to such equations that exists in the literature can 544
be derived through these methods. However, the algorithms are so simple and 545
direct that we felt it was the right time to try to make them known to a wider 546
and diversified community, not just to people working on solutions to non-linear 547
differential equations. 548
6 Recent Applications of SUSY QM 549
Some recent interesting applications of SUSY QM are worth of some discussion. 550
We would like to mention in the first place the motion of electrons in graphene, 551
a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal honeycomb lattice. Since 552
close to the Dirac points in the Brillouin zone there is a gapless linear dispersion 553
relation, obtained in the low energy regime through a tight binding model, one ends 554
up with an electron description in terms of the massless Dirac–Weyl equation, with 555
Fermi velocity vF ≈ c/300 instead of the speed of light c. If the graphene layer is 556
subject to external magnetic fields orthogonal to its surface (the x − y plane), the 557
Dirac–Weyl equation reads: 558
HΨ (x, y) = υFσ ·
[
p+ eA
c
]
Ψ (x, y) = EΨ (x, y), (111)
where vF ∼ 8 × 105 m/s is the Fermi velocity, σ = (σx, σy) are the Pauli matrices, 559
p = −ih¯(∂x, ∂y)T is the momentum operator in the x − y plane, −e is the electron 560
charge, and A is the vector potential leading to the magnetic field through B = 561
∇ × A. For magnetic fields which change just along x-direction, B = B(x)eˆz, in 562
the Landau gauge we have that A = A(x)eˆy, B(x) = A′(x). Since there is a 563
translational invariance along y axis, we can propose 564
Ψ (x, y) = eiky
[
ψ+(x)
iψ−(x)
]
, (112)
where k is the wave number in the y direction and ψ±(x) describe the electron 565
amplitudes on two adjacent sites in the unit cell of graphene. Thus we arrive to: 566
(
± d
dx
+ e
ch¯
A + k
)
ψ∓(x) = E
h¯υF
ψ±(x). (113)
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By decoupling these set of equations it is obtained: 567
H±ψ±(x) = Eψ±(x), E = E
2
h¯2υ2F
, (114)
H± = − d
2
dx2
+ V ± = − d
2
dx2
+
(
eA
ch¯
+ k
)2
± e
ch¯
dA
dx
. (115)
Let us note that these expressions are characteristic of the first-order SUSY QM. In 568
fact, through the identification1: 569
B± = ∓ d
dx
+ W(x), (116)
where 570
W(x) = eA(x)
ch¯
+ k (117)
is the superpotential, it turns out that 571
B∓ψ∓(x) = √Eψ±(x). (118)
The SUSY partner Hamiltonians H± thus satisfy: 572
H± = B∓B±, V ±(x) = W2 ± W ′, (119)
H±B∓ = B∓H∓. (120)
By comparing these expressions with the formalism of Sect. 2, one realizes that 573
H± can be identified with any of the two SUSY partner Hamiltonians H and H˜ 574
(up to a constant factor), depending on which one will be taken as the departure 575
Hamiltonian. Moreover, by deriving the superpotential with respect to x it is 576
obtained: 577
B(x) = ch¯
e
dW
dx
. (121)
This formula suggests a method to proceed further: the magnetic field B(x) has 578
to be chosen cleverly, in order to arrive to a pair of exactly solvable potentials 579
V ±. In particular, it has been chosen in several different ways but taking care that 580
V ± are shape invariant potentials [151]. An important case of this type appears 581
for constant homogeneous magnetic fields: in such a situation both V ± become 582
1We choose here a notation consistent with Sect. 2. Please do not confuse the intertwining operators
of Eq. (116) with the magnetic field B, its magnitude B(x), or any of its components.
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harmonic oscillator potentials. It is worth to mention also that the shape invariance 583
condition has been generalized, thus supplying a method for generating magnetic 584
fields which are deformed with respect to the chosen initial one, but leading once 585
again to an exactly solvable problem [157]. 586
Let us note that the SUSY methods have been applied also to other carbon 587
allotropes, as the carbon nanotubes, and it has been successfully implemented when 588
electrostatic fields are applied, with or without static magnetic fields. In addition, 589
the coherent state methods have been started to be applied recently to graphene 590
subject to static homogeneous magnetic fields [179]. As can be seen, the SUSY 591
methods applied to Dirac materials is a very active field which surely will continue 592
its development in the near future [151–161]. 593
At this point, it is worth to mention also the applications of SUSY QM to optical 594
system, since there is a well-known correspondence between Schrödinger equation 595
andMaxwell equations in the paraxial approximation. Thus, it seems natural to think 596
that many techniques successfully used to deal with quantum mechanical problems 597
can be directly applied to optical systems in an appropriate approximation. In a way, 598
we are dealing with the optical analogues of quantum phenomena, which have been 599
realized, for example, in waveguide arrays, optimization of quantum cascade lasers, 600
among others. In particular, the optical analogues of SUSY QM is an emergent field 601
which could supply a lot of interesting physical information [162–169]. 602
7 Conclusions 603
It has been shown that supersymmetric quantummechanics is a simple powerful tool 604
for generating potentials with known spectra departing from a given initial solvable 605
one. Since the spectrum of the new Hamiltonian differs slightly from the initial one, 606
the method can be used to implement the spectral design in quantum mechanics. 607
In this direction, let us note that here we have discussed real SUSY transforma- 608
tions, by employing just real seed solutions which will produce at the end real SUSY 609
partner potentials V˜ (x). However, most of these formulas can be used without any 610
change for implementing complex SUSY transformations. If we would introduce 611
this procedure gradually, in the first place we could use complex seed solutions 612
associated to real factorization energies in order to generate complex potentials with 613
real spectrum [90, 180]. This offers immediately new possibilities of spectral design 614
which were not available for real SUSY transformations, for example, through a 615
complex first-order SUSY transformation with real factorization energies a new 616
energy level can be created at any position on the real energy axis. In a second 617
step of this approach, one can use complex seed solutions associated to complex 618
factorization energies for an initial potential which is real [88], thus generating new 619
levels at arbitrary positions in the complex energy plane. The third step for making 620
complex the SUSY transformation is to apply the method to initial potentials which 621
are complex from the very beginning [92]. In all these steps we will get at the 622
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end new potentials which are complex, but the spectrum will depend on the initial 623
potential as well as of the kind of seed solutions employed. 624
We want to finish this paper by noting that the factorization method and 625
intertwining techniques have been also applied with success to some discrete 626
versions of the stationary Schrödinger equation [181–186]. The connections that 627
could be established between such problems and well-known finite difference 628
equations [187, 188] could contribute to the effort of classifying the known solutions 629
and generate new ones, as it has happened in the continuous case for more than 80 630
years. 631
As it was pointed out previously, one of our aims when writing this article was 632
to make a short review of the most recent advances of SUSY QM, either on purely 633
theoretical or applied directions. We hope to have succeeded; perhaps the reader 634
will find interesting and/or useful the ideas here presented. 635
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